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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

INTERACTIVE CLOUD-BASED TOY

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED

APPLICATIONS

[0001] The contents of Provisional Application U.S. Ser. No. 62/012,603 filed June 16, 2014,

on which the present application is based and benefits claimed under 35 U.S.C §119(e), is herein

incorporated by reference.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0002] This invention relates to an electronic, interactive cloud-based toy system for children.

More particularly, the present invention is to an interactive toy that can respond to physical

stimuli and communicate with other toys, smart devices, and the internet to update its behavior

over time.

2. The Prior Art

[0003] While there have been toys that change personalities based upon how they were played

with by the child, the toy's behavior was based on pre-loaded programs. In other toys, these

programs could be changed slightly by a child's interaction on a smart device (such as a phone,

tablet or computer) that was operatively connected to the toy. Other smart toys have been

reported that use cloud databases to speak to a child using conversation engines in the cloud that

learn about the cliild over time and prompt conversation based upon the child's responses. These

smart toys can talk about seemingly relevant information for the child but they are not

completely dynamic since they use pre-recorded audio files and are only as dynamic as the

recorded files allow.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0004] It is the general object of the present invention to create an easy to use dynamic,

polymorphic toy exhibiting pre-loaded, updated, connected or disconnected behaviors impacting

the primary toy's (personality/features/game play), subsequent toys, and the child or children's

course of play.



[0005] Intercommunication is the toy's cornerstone. This means that not only can smart

devices (phones, tablets, computer and the like) interface with the toy, but the toy can

communicate with other cloud connected toys from anywhere as long as there is wireless

connection. The interactive cloud-based toy has a communicator located in the housing of the

toy. The communicator has electronic circuitry operatively coupled to a cloud database for

transmitting and receiving data through a Bluetooth connection with a smart device that then

talks to the internet based cloud via a WiFi connection. Or in another embodiment, the

communicator can talk direct to the cloud database via WiFi. The cloud database corroborates

and aggregates data across toys, third party cloud services, and provides customized content

based on a user profile to the communicator. The electronic circuitry provides power to a

microprocessor having memory capability. The cloud database is operatively connected to the

electronic circuitry and is capable of receiving commands therefrom and transmitting data

thereto. The cloud database includes provision for authorization of the user and the associated

sensor group. Other communication protocol and frequencies can he used, depending upon

network availability and toy features allowing toys to communicate locally amongst the toys, to

exchange data between the toys and the cloud service and variations thereof.

[0006] The interactive toy uses location of the toy (taken from the toy or a the connected smart

device, or other connected device with location sensing), time, and/or interests of the child to

generate custom content to enhance existing play patterns, personalize play content, and present

an interactive and entertaining experience for children age birth to twelve where special privacy,

parental permissions, and security must be maintained.

[0007] Other objects features and advantages of the invention will be apparent to those skilled

in the art from the following detailed description taken in conjunction with the drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0008] Having described the invention in general terms, reference will now be made to the

accompanying drawings, which are not necessarily drawn to scale, wherein:

[0009] FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating interaction of a communicator with a cloud database

according to the present invention;

[0010] FIG. 2 is illustrates an example of one of the uses of the electronic interactive cloud-

based toy of the present invention showing a path of text-to-speech communications;



[0011] FIG. 3 is a diagram showing the programming of the electronic interactive cloud-based

toy of the present invention to provide weather notices;

[0012] FIG. 4 is a block diagram showing the electronic circuitry of the present invention;

[0013] FIG. 5 is an overview of the electronic circuitry design for the communicators of the

present invention;

[0014] FIG. 6 is embodiment of the electronic circuitry of the peripheral and driver board

shown in FIG. 5;

[0015] FIG. 7 is an embodiment of the electronic circuitry of the backplane board shown in

FIG. 5; and

[0016] FIG. 8 is an example of an embodiment of a toy having a communicator housed within

the toy.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT(S)

[0017] The present invention now will be described more fully hereinafter with reference to the

accompanying drawings, in which preferred embodiments of the invention are shown. This

invention may, however, be embodied in many different forms and should not be construed as

limited to the embodiments set forth herein; rather these embodiments are provided so that this

disclosure will be thorough and complete and will fully convey the scope of the invention to

those skilled in the art.

[0018] As shown in FIG. 1 the toy having a communicator 70 located therein connects to the

cloud database 10 which corroborates and aggregates data across toys, smart devices, third party

cloud services, and provides customized content to personalize the toy, or offer additional

content to the child based on the child's user profile. For example, cloud database 10 utilizes

location based content in order to correctly identify states like the weather and time of the

associated communicator. Cloud database 10 addresses the children's interests based on the play

patterns of the child with one or more communicators, information entered into a smart device

application, or data queried from user profiles 20, the smart device itself (phones, tablets,

computer and the like) 60, or other applicable user description entities in the cloud. The

associated databases in the cloud 80 then uses this interest data to generate content applicable to

the interests of the user and transmits that relevant content to one or more of the communicators

70, 72 and 74. These communicators may take the form of a toy such as the ones shown in FIG.



1 and FIG. 8 or a more conventional toy, such as a truck or a teddy bear, are used to house the

communicator. For example, if the child is interested in cars, communicator 70 may push a

relevant car joke from supplemental content portion 30 of the cloud database 10 and transmit it

in speech form to the communicator 70 for the child. A timer hosted on the communicator,

synched periodically with the smart device's 60 or cloud database's 10 time is also built into the

communicator 70 to allow for a stopwatch, timer, and alarm function. The communicator 70 can

use interest, location, and/or time based interactions in order to further entertain and inform the

child.

[0019] Additionally, the cloud 80 has a third party application layer 90 that allows for outside

individuals to write applications 91 that can connect with the cloud 80 and ultimately change the

communicator 70 behavior. An application layer is an abstraction layer that specifies the shared

protocols and interface methods used by hosts in a communication network. This ability allows

for new communicator games, cloud database content to enable new behavior of the

communicators, or create new communicator to communicator interaction that could reside for

all communicators attached to a user profile 20 or just pre-selected communicators. For

example, a third party application may be written to get communicator 70 to interact in a new

way with communicator 72 and/or communicator 74 using the on-board sensors and effectors in

a new way. Perhaps shaking communicator 70 would cause communicator 72 to laugh and

communicator 74 to wag its tail. The third party application 91 can cause a smart device 60 to

interact in a new way with communicator 72 and communicator 74. The smart device 60

includes a connection to the internet, and may include a screen display. It is envisioned that a

child could select a cartoon to play on the smart device 60. The smart device 60 is linked to the

cloud 80 and can alter the behavior of the communicator 72 associated with the user profile 20

such that if the cartoon character's laser fires in the cartoon, the laser of the communicator 72

will sound and flash too.

[0020] The user profile 20 stores the personally identifiable information for a user. A master

profile is created by an adult guardian and then the guardian creates child profiles under the

master profile. The adult having access to the master profile can view and control the child

profiles created under it. They may use a smart device 60 to set this up. A master profile links

master or child profiles with other master or child profiles to allow for secure friend linking and

association within the user profile 20. In order for applications or toys to access data from within



a profile, the user must be authenticated 82. The user profile 20 will continually update with

data on a child, their development level, connected toys, connected devices, interests, skills,

friends, and location, just to name a few. It is paramount that this information is secure and only

accessed by the authorized applications, entities, and personnel. The authentication 82 will

ensure only authorized users have access to the different data sets stored in the user profile 20.

[0021] Having a user profile 20 that stores data about a child and who their authorized friends

and parants are, allows relevant and interest based content to be collected, derived, or stored and

then used to influence, change, or customize a communicator's 70 response and behavior.

Communicator 70 and smart device 60 have different sensors 160 (see FIG. 4), such as

microphones, accelerometers, gyroscopes, magnetometer, geo-location, tilt, sound, temperature,

lights, pressure, buttons, and the like. The communicators may also have different effectors 150

(see FIG. 4) like rotary or linear motors. The states of these sensors and effectors can be

recorded in sensor data 40. By collecting the sensor state information over time, the data can then

be accessible for developers to use in creating new applications 91 that use that sensor data. For

example, a game developer may develop a new game for the smart device 60 that uses the sensor

data 40 of a communicator 70 with a temperature sensor. When that communicator 70 is put in a

cold environment like the freezer, the temperature data is transmitted directly to the smart device

60 or through the internet to the smart device 60 hosting the game 61 and this environment

changes the game 61 to an artic environment, unlocking the artic level. If the communicator 70

is put in the sun, the game 61 then moves it to a tropical enviroment.

[0022] Another portion of the cloud 80 is supplemental content 30 that receives data such

weather, jokes, fun facts, social media, and the like. The data from supplemental content 30 may

be sent to cloud database 10. The sensor data 40 can be utilized by others for research, to

develop new learning algorithms about the child's development, or it could even be used for

analytics for toy manufacturers and parents interested in how a child is using the associated toy

with a communicator 72. This data can be used to inform new features for existing or follow-on

toy lines. Using a motion sensor on the communicator 72, one may know when it is being

played with. The motion data, stored in sensor data 40, could then be used to generate and

analytics report to determine the communicator 70 to communicator 72 interaction time or

communicator 72 total use time.



[0023] As analytics and data about children, their parents, and their friend network is gathered

this data becomes highly valuable to toy manufacturers, content creators, and game developers to

perform targeted advertising. How a toy is played with, what time of day it is, where the child is

when playing, e.g., at soccer practice, at school, in the back of the car or elsewhere, and for how

long during each play session can inform future providers of features for the communicator 70,

games for play with the communicator 70 or cloud 80 content. If a child owns two

communicators that are, for example, trucks (information stored in the user profile 20), and there

is a new truck movie coming out to the theatres, this relevant content may be pushed from the ad

network 50 to the master profile or if allowed by the master profile, the content may also be

pushed to one or more child profiles. Who the ads are pushed to is determined based on cloud 80

information on the interests of the child. If the data can be pushed directly to the child, the

child's associated communicator 70 (e.g., a truck) may even prompt to the child - "Do you have

tickets to the new truck movie? Let me tell you how awesome the movie is going to be! Vroom

vroom!"

[0024] The communicator 70 will be able to wirelessly upgrade as well, so new content that is

designed after the original launch will be available to all who purchased the toy either by

download or through purchase. This allows for product growth and allows for a faster release

date because it can always be built upon.

[0025] A key feature of this invention is text-to-speech technology. To show how this feature

works an example path for text-to-speech communications is shown in FIG. 2. A person will be

able to send a message to a specific address in a variety of text formats and the data delivery 10

will relay the message via speech played through the speakers 78 (shown in FIG. 8) of

communicator 72 or the smart device 60. The message can be sent through SMS text messaging

or email, audio converted to text, and through content input or derived from the web-based

application or the content generation algorithms through the security authentication 82 and the

user profile 20 to the data delivery 10 and then transmits to the communicator 72 for play on

demand.

[0026] The user or content based responses can be customized using a database of custom

voices and languages hosted in the text-to-speech engine 11 of cloud 80. The text-to-speech

engine allows for audio files to be generated in different voices with different genders, cartoon

characters, and specific filters like pitch, bullhorn, echo, and the like. Alternatively, content to



speech is a separate take on text-to-speech where content is generated not from the user or the

user's family/friends via a message but from the cloud databased offerings and converted to

audio in the text-to-speech engine 11. For example, if the child logs into the application 61 and

types in their name as "Johnny," the cloud database 10 will generate a response that allows the

associated communicator 70 or even just the character on the application 61 itself, to say "Hi

Johnny." Based on the interests logged by the child over time and stored in the user profile 20,

the cloud database 10 routes updates like sport scores, weather announcements, franchise/brand

updates, and for example, "The new super hero movie is out! Let's go watch it!" The

application 61 that will interface with the communicator 72 will have a set of parental control

layers (authentication 82) for determining obvious privacy purposes. The parent will be able to

set which devices will be able to communicate with the communicator 72 such as approved

email addresses, phone numbers, and content that will be connecting to the communicator 72, as

well as if marketing data from ad network 50 is allowed.

[0027] Another example of the usefulness of this invention is show in FIG. 3, wherein the

communicator 72 is programmed to generate customized responses based on the current weather.

The cloud 80 may be programmed to communicate the weather to a user and provide customized

alarms based on the weather. For example, a child may set an alarm for their communicator 72

to wake them at 6:00am if it is a snow day and if not a snow day, to wake them at 7 :00am. They

can customize the communicator for a snow day to wake them with yellow LED lights, and say

"Wake up! It's a Snow Day!" The weather data is queried for the location of the communicator

72 which is pulled from the communicator 72 itself or the smart device 60 sensor. The weather

data for that location is queried from cloud resources such as weather.com through the

application layer 90. Based on the programs 61 on the smart device 60 or stored in the cloud 80,

the communicator 72 can relay the weather by converting the specified weather statements

("Wake up! It's a Snow Day!") in the text-to-speech engine 11. The text-to-speech engine 11

will then deliver the audio and command data to data delivery 10 where it is routed to smart

device 60 and then to communicator 72. If the communicator 72 had WiFi, the smart device 60

would not be needed and the communicator could receive the weather alarm statements directly.

[0028] There may be circumstances where the internet is not available. In the absence of an

internet connection, the communicator 72 and/or the smart device 60 will have built-in

programmed games. The child will be able to play classic games such as "Simon says" through



the application 61 on the smart device 60 using the communicator 72 as input or output of the

game. The games run through the application will connect to the communicator 72 via a

Bluetooth device. There will also be games programmed into the communicator 72 that can be

played without the application 61, so no wireless connection or smart device 60 with application

61 will be needed. An example would be an "ask" function, in which the child can ask a

question and either by voice recognition or shaking of the communicator 72, the communicator

72 will provide an answer with pre-programmed content. The pre-programmed content can be

updated when in range with the smart device 60 and/or connection to the cloud 80 so the next

time the communicator 72 is offline, it has new content to pull from. The previously mentioned

ability to download new content will also allow the communicator 72 to add new programmed

games that, once downloaded, can be played without an internet connection, either using the

application 61 or just through the toy.

[0029] The electronic circuitry 100 of the communicator 72 used in the present invention is

shown in FIG. 4. The electronic circuitry 100 includes a power supply. In the example shown in

FIG. 4 the power supply 110 may be a battery with recharge circuitry. The power supply 110

powers a microprocessor 120 connected to a memory unit 130. The microprocessor 120 is also

connected to a transmitter/receiver 140 also known as a transceiver. The transceiver 140 may be

Bluetooth or instead of using a Bluetooth device a WiFi connection may be used, if desired. The

electronic circuitry optionally but usually contains effectors 150 and sensors 160. The sensors

160 are a selectively populated group of sensors used to gather and monitor data and send the

data to microprocessor 120. An example of a sensor from this group is a temperature sensor.

Other sensors might include, sound, light, motion, and the like. The electronic circuitry also may

include an audio decoder 170 having one or more speakers 180 connected thereto. Another

option is to connect an LED display to the microprocessor 120.

[0030] FIG. 5 is a more detailed embodiment of the electronic circuitry 100. Battery 110 is

connected to backplane board 210 or such other support as is well known in the art, such as a

mother board or the like. A power connection 230 connects power from board 210 to peripheral

and driver board 240 holding the peripherals and drivers. A communications connection 250

serves to communicate data from the peripherals and drives to the board 210. The peripherals

and drives may include, for example, speakers 260, buttons 270, an LED array 280, a flex sensor

290 and a microphone 295.



[0031] The electronic circuitry of the peripheral and driver board 240 is shown in FIG, 6,

The backplane board 210 is connected to board 240 with connections that provide a power 230

and data connection 250. The board 240 includes all the board mounted sensors (flex,

accelerometer, and others) and effectors (vibration motor and others), either surface mounted

direct to the board or harnessed off of it. The peripherals and drives may include, for example,

speakers 260, one or more buttons 270, an LED array 280, a flex sensor 290 and a microphone

295. The microphone 295 is connected to an audio decoder with read/write capability available

from a flash memory.

[0032] The electronic design details of the backplane board 210 is shown in FIG. 7 .

The power supply, battery 110, is connected to power conditioner 115 and power is supplied to

the peripherals and driver board 240 through connection 230. Power may also be supplied

through charger 112. The power supply 110 powers the peripherals and drivers located on board

240. As data is obtained, the data is sent to the microprocessor 120 through communications

ports 250. The microprocessor 120 is connected to a Bluetooth transceiver 140.

[0033] The communicator may take many forms such as the communicator 70 or the

communicator 72 shown in FIG. 1. The communicator may also be a bike, kite, or other device

for kids that includes a communicator. One form of the communicator 72 is shown more

specifically in FIG. 8. The communicator 72 has many child-friendly form factors. In FIG. 8 the

communicator 72 is shown as having eyes 71 with centers 75. Outside of the centers 75 is a

circular ring of LED lights 73 installed into the eyes 71 that are individually controlled to

communicate emotions, thinking, and the like. The lights 73 can change colors and can light up

in patterns. The eyes 71 can be interfaced with the different game and alarms modes that are

programmed. In one embodiment the communicator 72 has silicon based hair 76 with a flex

sensor, capacitive, or other type of touch sensor to determine petting, waving, compaction, or

other hair interaction for use in personality behavior or game play. The communicator 72 has a

button 77 to determine the play mode with the ability to switch between hosted games, such as

Simon Says, Ask/Magic 8 Ball, and the like. A speaker 78 may be positioned in the

communicator 72 to relay audio of many fonris. Some of those audio files may be pre-generated

audio stored on the communicator 72, on the smart device 60, or may come from the cloud 80.

The communicator 72 can also have an end effector as a vibrating motor to create a force

feedback response during game play or personality behavior (not shown). The communicator 72



is also powered/chargeable using a USB cable/connection. The communicator 72 may have

other sensors to include accelerometers, light sensors, temp sensors, and the like to take local

environmental readings to generate custom responses. The sensor data may be used at many

levels to provide for customized play. It may be used locally on the communicator 72,

transferred and used on the smart device 60, or transferred and used in the cloud 80, to generate

interactive play experiences.

[0034] The housing for the communicator shown in FIG. 8 may be made of plastic, metal, or

similar material and over-molded with a silicone-like material on the common body to seal the

circuitry inside the housing. Over-molding provides a soft, durable body, and allows for custom

colors and features for each modular design. The over-molded features can be changed for each

base module design contemplated. The configuration of the housing of the base module may

take a variety of shapes and sizes to form characters that are appealing to children. In another

embodiment, the main body is vinyl and the hair is plush. Many forms and materials could be

used for the present invention. Other embodiments of this invention include, for example, a

vehicle or a push toy.

[0035] The communicator 70 has the ability to do speech-to-text as well as text-to-speech. So

that would mean the audio chip on the communicator 70 can decode the audio file sent from the

cloud and also encode speech received by the communicator's microphone from a child, encode

that audio, and send it out to the cloud 80. As an example if the child says a phrase and the

phrase is encoded on the communicator into an audio file which is sent out via the Bluetooth

device to the smart device 60 or directly to the cloud 80 via WiFi. The data is then used by the

cloud 80 where it may be routed to a friend. This this case, the audio is sent via the cloud to the

friend's smart device 60 where it is then sent to the authorized friend's communicator 70 where

the message is played.

[0035] Also, there is the case that the communicator can sense the presence of other Bluetooth

or WiFi radios and get content pushed to them, i.e., a child is walking past a toy store with a

communicator inside, the Bluetooth radio in the store may cause the child's communicator to say

- "come on inside some of your friends would like to play."

[0036] By downloading new applications 61 from the cloud 80 to the smart device 60 or the

communicator 74 directly, the communicator 74 can play other games such as hide and seek, Hot

and Cold and the like. This is because the Bluetooth devices can do ranging with other



Bluetooth devices (one example: iBeacon implementation). So the communicator would know

when it was near one of the authorized radios and can speak to it based on how it is configured.

[0037] Given the ability to update the onboard features of the communicator with content and

programs, a single device can take on many personalities. Variations may include but are not

limited to hair color, LED eye color, interests, voice type and accent (girl, boy, surfer, cowboy,

pirate), laughter style (giggle, chuckle), personality (timid, adventurous, etc.). A randomly

selected default set may be loaded on the toy at the factory but could be altered by the user

through play with it, the application loaded on the smart device, or other inputs. With all the

custom combinations and cloud based content changing based on interest, time, and location, no

two devices would be exactly the same.

[0038] Many modifications and other embodiments of the invention set forth herein will come

to mind to one skilled in the art to which these inventions pertain having the benefit of the

teachings presented in the foregoing descriptions. Therefore, it is to be understood that the

inventions are not to be limited to the specific embodiments disclosed and that modifications and

other embodiments are intended to be included within the scope of the appended claims.

Although specific terms are employed herein, they are used in a generic and descriptive senses

only and not for the purposes of limitation.



What is claimed is:

1. An interactive cloud-based toy comprising:

a communicator in the form of a toy having electronic circuitry located therein, said

electronic circuitry includes a microprocessor having memory capability and operatively

connected to a wireless transmitter/receiver for receiving commands therefrom and transmitting

data thereto; and

a cloud which corroborates and aggregates data, said cloud being operably connected to

said communicator, said cloud including provision for authorization of the user of the

communicator, a security function, and a user profile.

2 . The interactive cloud-based toy according to Claim 1 wherein said communicator

further includes a smart device operatively connected to said cloud.

3. The interactive cloud-based toy according to Claim 1 wherein said electronic

circuitry further includes an audio decoder.

4 . The interactive cloud-based toy according to Claim 1 wherein said electronic

circuitry further includes an audio encoder.

5. The interactive cloud-based toy according to Claim 1 wherein said electronic

circuitry further includes at least one speaker.

6 . The interactive cloud-based toy according to Claim 1 wherein said electrical

circuitry further includes an LED display.

7. The interactive cloud-based toy according to Claim 1 wherein said electrical

circuitry further includes an LCD display.

8. The interactive cloud-based toy according to Claim 1 wherein said communicator

includes one or more sensors from the group consisting of microphones, accelerometers,



gyroscopes, magnetometer, flex, geo-location, tilt, sound, temperature, lights, pressure, and

buttons.

9. The interactive cloud-based toy according to Claim 1 wherein said communicator

includes one or more actuators.

10. The interactive cloud-based toy according to Claim 1 wherein messages are

converted to audio in the text-to-speech engine and routed through the cloud data delivery to said

communicator.

11. The interactive cloud-based toy according to Claim 1 wherein wireless transceiver

is a Bluetooth low energy radio.

12. The interactive cloud-based toy according to Claim 1 wherein wireless transceiver

is a WiFi radio.

13. The interactive cloud-based toy according to Claim 1 wherein said cloud gathers

and processes data across toys, third party cloud services, and provides customized content.

14. The interactive cloud-based toy according to Claim 1wherein the cloud includes a

sensor database.

15. The interactive cloud-based toy according to Claim 1 wherein the cloud includes

an ad network.

16. The interactive cloud-based toy according to Claim 1 wherein the cloud includes

supplemental content.

17. The interactive cloud-based toy according to Claim 1 wherein the cloud links

through an application layer to 3rd party content.



18. A method of play with the interactive cloud based toy including the steps of:

placing a toy including said communicator in an environment, the sensors of said

communicator sensing the environment and subsequently relaying said sensor data wirelessly to

a smart device hosting an application, said application then changing its environment to reflect

the sensor data from said communicator.

19. The method of Claim further including a step where said application is a game

and the user now can play an unlocked level of the game not previously available, where the

environment in the new level of the game has the same characteristics of said communicator's

sensor.
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